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There are no beginning
strokes in Obama’s
signature (see C). This
signifies someone who
gets right down to the
point without
commotion. It is the
handwriting of the
mature individual.
His writing has much
rhythm, charm, pressure
and bounce. Combined
with the openness on
top of the ‘a’ (see D),
which indicates fluency,
the Illinois senator
radiates selfconfidence
and energy and is a
quickwitted speaker.
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own limitations – nor
can they stop ‘making
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A heavier horizontal
than vertical axis
indicates that the mother
is the actively
domineering or
aggressive head of the
family; the father
remains relatively weak
and ineffectual, though
perhaps a man of
intellectual stature, or he
may be hated, dead or

what the writer thinks of
himself. The way he
signs his surname hints
at his feeling toward his
family – particularly his
father, since the
surname represents
him. The capital letter of
Obama is written
considerably smaller
than the capital of
Barack, an indication of
hostility toward his
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graphologist as to what
is distinctive about the
writer. A script cannot
be classified as a mere
variation when the writer
invents a unique form.
This has the utmost
significance when
constructed in one’s
signature. This is a
symbolic, and usually
subconscious, self
evaluation.
Obama writes the
capital letter of his
surname as a circle and
bisects it (F). The circle
is the symbol for
wholeness. Although in
mathematics two halves
equal a whole, when
one feels emotionally
split into two parts,
incompleteness and
negativity emerge. One
who has not resolved
heavy personal issues
may, albeit
subconsciously, not be
completely objective
when under pressure.

